
who like pushbuttons and who don't pay 
much attention to what they hear. It's for 
listeners. 

And so all music that needs careful lis- 
tening, all music to which you want to lis- 
ten actively, music that has plenty to give 
for your attention, will benefit from stereo. 
The benefits, as I've found to my pleasure, 
are in proportion to the extra values of the 
music. The more stuff it has, the more 
whopping is the stereo punch. 

And the more involved the score, the 
more complex the musical thought -the 
more solid will be stereo value. Particularly 
wonderful are the works of Bach, of Bar - 
tok, of Palestrina, of Richard Strauss, 
where the textures and the ideas are thick 
and concentrated. Stereo sorts them out 
and throws them at you with extraordinary 
new clarity and musical effectiveness. The 
realism, you see, is basically a musical real- 
ism, a more effective musical projection. 
That aspect is more significant than the 
mere minor stereo improvement in spatial 
effect which has been so loudly hailed. More 
of this later. 

Yes, stereo will at first make its biggest 
hit. as a hi -fi novelty. It has already, to some 
extent. Hi -fi sound effects -from the jet 
planes and the whooshing locomotives to 
the noisy blasts of the "1812" Overture - 
will be in the stereo forefront. Indeed, most 
of the initial sales explosion will center 
about these more obvious stunts in sound. 

But I offer a fair warning to salesmen 
and a warning to music listeners too. Don 't 
forget that stereo has a longer- range, more 
permanent value for fine music. Don't for- 
get that the more complex the music (the 
more highbrow, if you will), the greater is 
the stereo improvement, for the intelligent 
lwtener. Stereo is not just another kind of 
hi -fi gadgetry, however much that way it 
may seem to you, sometimes, right now. 

If this seems a rather sudden conversion 
on my part -it is, on the basis of new evi- 
dence. I was ever so dimly enthusiastic, 
three or four years ago, about "loudspeaker 
binaural," now properly called stereo. 1 hat was being done then was hardly con- 
vincing, nor could I do much on my own to 
convince myself. I didn't have any orches- 
tras to play with. Other people did and the 
results, after much serious experimenting 
and lots of real progress, are now at hand 
in the tapes already released and on the 
market. I'll review a batch of them in the 
m xt issue, as a follow -up to this article. 

While you 're at it, look at a piece by 
R. D. Darrell in the June issue of our neigh - 
boring magazine, High Fidelity, where Mr. 
Darrell starts a new column, The Tape 
Deck. He, too, has been converted to stereo 
and for reasons not unlike my own. (And 
thanks to our editor for passing on this 
plug for a worthy colleague.) 

Nobody expects stereo tape to replace 
standard disc recording. To worry about 
that would be absurd, both for the record 
dealer and the record buyer. Stereo is a 
specialized, tricky, expensive medium re- 
quiring special equipment and, more im- 
portant, needing rather special listening 
co nditions. The results, as I say, can be 
remarkable, but this doesn't mean that we 
can't get as much as ever out of the more 
convenient and much less demanding stand- 
ard recordings (tape and disc), which can 
be set up and listened to any old way, back- 
ground, foreground or sideground. 

But stereo tape is here to stay and if 
you are a serious music listener you should 
keep it in mind as an adjunct to your regu- 
lar record collection, if and when you can 
afford it. There's plenty of time. 

IMPORTANT 
to 10,000 present 

Magnecord users... 

NEW I P -63 -AX Recorder 
Mechanism, less case, for 
rack moseri +g $415 

INSTANTLY 
convert your present tape recording equipment 

to the industry's highest standards 
Now, by replacing your present 
Magnecord tape transport with the 
new magnificently engineered P-63- 
AX, you instantly convert your pro- 
fessional equipment to the finest 
available in the industry! And you 
save the cost of a new amplifier at 
the same time! Just plug the P -63 -AX 
into your present amplifier- you're 
ready to go! 

The P -63 -AX is powered by 3 motor 
direct drive, with two -speed hysteresis 
synchronous drive motor. All controls 
are swiftly operated by push buttons. 
Tape speeds of 7% and 15 IPS are 
changed by switch . . no outmoded 
changing of rollers. Deep slot loading 
and automatic tape lifter for fast for- 
ward and rewind are provided. Both 
manual and electric cueing simplify 
programming, editing. 

Solenoid brake control automati- 
cally puts greatest brake action on 
unwinding reel to eliminate tape spill- 
age. Easily adjustable bias current. 
Takes 10% " NAB reels; automatic 

shutoff at end of reel, no thrashing! 
Separate erase, record and playback 
heads allow simultaneous record and 
playback. 

Performance? We guarantee the 
P -63 -AX to be even greater than its 
laboratory specifications; Frequency 
response, 40 to 15,000 cycles at 15 IPS. 
Signal to noise ratio, 50 db at 3% 
THD full track; wow and flutter, .2% 
at 15 IPS; timing accuracy, 3 sec. 
plus or minus in 30 minutes. 

Just plug the P -63 -AX into your 
present Magnecord amplifier (any of 
the PT6, PT63 and PT7 models). The 
P -63 -AX heads are compatible with 
your amplifier. On- the -spot servicing 
of the new P -63 -AX is simplicity itself; 
all motors and controls are on separate 
assemblies held by four easily re- 
movable bolts. 
NOTE: New NARTB equalizer and modification kit 
will be available at very modest cost. 

FREE BROCHURE -Get all the facts. 
Use the convenient coupon today! 

fflagnecord, 
/!eC' C :z(;! ( 77t,/,fI(? r e 

1101 S. KilbourndAve., Chicago 24, III. 

MAGNECORD, INC. Dept. AE -7 
1101 S. Kilbourn Ave., Chicago 24, III. 

Please send me your illustrated folder on the 
new Magnecord P -63 -AX 
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